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When You Wish Upon A Star 
by: Louis Armstrong

When you wish upon a star
Makes no diff'rence who you are
Anything your heart desires will come to you

If your heart is in your dream
No request is too extreme
When you wish upon a star
As dreamers do

...

Like a bolt out of the blue
Fate steps in and sees you through
When you wish upon a star
Your dreams come true
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Pinocchio 木偶奇遇记 (1940)
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自然现象的不可逆性

扩散过程
典型不可逆过程：

摩擦

扩散

热传导

化学反应

可逆过程和不可逆过程：
一个系统由某一状态出发，经过某一过程到达另一状态，如果存在另一过程，它
能使系统和外界完全复原，则原来的过程称为可逆过程。反之，则原来的过程称
为不可逆过程。

Entropy and the Second Law
The results of Example 20.10 about the flow of heat from a higher to a lower tem-
perature are characteristic of all natural (that is, irreversible) processes. When we
include the entropy changes of all the systems taking part in the process, the
increases in entropy are always greater than the decreases. In the special case of a
reversible process, the increases and decreases are equal. Hence we can state the
general principle: When all systems taking part in a process are included, the
entropy either remains constant or increases. In other words: No process is
possible in which the total entropy decreases, when all systems taking part in
the process are included. This is an alternative statement of the second law of
thermodynamics in terms of entropy. Thus it is equivalent to the “engine” and
“refrigerator” statements discussed earlier. Figure 20.20 shows a specific exam-
ple of this general principle.

The increase of entropy in every natural, irreversible process measures the
increase of disorder or randomness in the universe associated with that process.
Consider again the example of mixing hot and cold water (Example 20.10). We
might have used the hot and cold water as the high- and low-temperature reser-
voirs of a heat engine. While removing heat from the hot water and giving heat to
the cold water, we could have obtained some mechanical work. But once the hot
and cold water have been mixed and have come to a uniform temperature, this
opportunity to convert heat to mechanical work is lost irretrievably. The luke-
warm water will never unmix itself and separate into hotter and colder portions.
No decrease in energy occurs when the hot and cold water are mixed. What has
been lost is the opportunity to convert part of the heat from the hot water into
mechanical work. Hence when entropy increases, energy becomes less available,
and the universe becomes more random or “run down.”
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EXECUTE: The entropy changes of the hot water (subscript H) and
the cold water (subscript C) are

The total entropy change of the system is 

EVALUATE: An irreversible heat flow in an isolated system is
accompanied by an increase in entropy. We could reach the same
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end state by mixing the hot and cold water, which is also an irre-
versible process; the total entropy change, which depends only on
the initial and final states of the system, would again be 

Note that the entropy of the system increases continuously as
the two quantities of water come to equilibrium. For example, the
first 4190 J of heat transferred cools the hot water to and
warms the cold water to The net change in entropy for this
step is approximately

Can you show in a similar way that the net entropy change is posi-
tive for any one-degree temperature change leading to the equilib-
rium condition?

¢S = -4190 J
373 K

+ 4190 J
273 K

= +4.1 J>K
1°C.

99°C

102 J>K.

20.20 The mixing of colored ink and
water starts from a state of relative order
(low entropy) in which each fluid is sepa-
rate and distinct from the other. The final
state after mixing is more disordered (has
greater entropy). Spontaneous unmixing of
the ink and water, a process in which there
would be a net decrease in entropy, is
never observed.
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热力学第二定律
•克劳修斯表述（1850）：
不可能把热量从低温物体
转到高温物体而不引起其
他变化。 

•开尔文表述（1851）：
不可能从单一热源吸取热
量，使之完全变为有用的
功而不产生其他影响。

Restating the Second Law
Our analysis of refrigerators in Section 20.4 forms the basis for an alternative
statement of the second law of thermodynamics. Heat flows spontaneously from
hotter to colder bodies, never the reverse. A refrigerator does take heat from a
colder to a hotter body, but its operation requires an input of mechanical energy
or work. Generalizing this observation, we state:

It is impossible for any process to have as its sole result the transfer of heat from
a cooler to a hotter body.

We’ll call this the “refrigerator” statement of the second law. (It is also known as
the Clausius statement.) It may not seem to be very closely related to the
“engine” statement. In fact, though, the two statements are completely equiva-
lent. For example, if we could build a workless refrigerator, violating the second
or “refrigerator” statement of the second law, we could use it in conjunction with
a heat engine, pumping the heat rejected by the engine back to the hot reservoir to
be reused. This composite machine (Fig. 20.11a) would violate the “engine”
statement of the second law because its net effect would be to take a net quantity
of heat from the hot reservoir and convert it completely to work W.

Alternatively, if we could make an engine with 100% thermal efficiency, in
violation of the first statement, we could run it using heat from the hot reservoir
and use the work output to drive a refrigerator that pumps heat from the cold
reservoir to the hot (Fig. 20.11b). This composite device would violate the
“refrigerator” statement because its net effect would be to take heat from theQC

QH - ƒQC ƒ
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20.11 Energy-flow diagrams showing
that the two forms of the second law are
equivalent.
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热力学第二定律

热力学第一定律：能量守恒
违反能量守恒的永动机（第一类永动机）不存在。

热力学第二定律：
把热完全转化为功的永动机（第二类永动机，满足能量守恒）不存在。

•克劳修斯表述（1850）：
不可能把热量从低温物体
转到高温物体而不引起其
他变化。 

•开尔文表述（1851）：
不可能从单一热源吸取热
量，使之完全变为有用的
功而不产生其他影响。
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卡诺定理

⌘  1� T2

T1

可逆循环：=

不可逆循环：<

1) 工作与相同温度的高温热源（T1）和相同温度的低温热源（T2）之间的一
切可逆热机的效率相等，与工作物质无关。

2) 工作与相同温度的高温热源（T1）和相同温度的低温热源（T2）之间的一
切不可逆热机，其效率不可能大于可逆热机的效率。
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20.6 The Carnot Cycle 667

The Carnot Cycle and the Second Law
We can prove that no engine can be more efficient than a Carnot engine oper-
ating between the same two temperatures. The key to the proof is the above
observation that since each step in the Carnot cycle is reversible, the entire
cycle may be reversed. Run backward, the engine becomes a refrigerator.
Suppose we have an engine that is more efficient than a Carnot engine (Fig. 20.15).
Let the Carnot engine, run backward as a refrigerator by negative work take- ƒW ƒ ,

Example 20.4 Analyzing a Carnot refrigerator

If the cycle described in Example 20.3 is run backward as a refrig-
erator, what is its coefficient of performance?

SOLUTION

IDENTIFY and SET UP: This problem uses the ideas of Section 20.3
(for refrigerators in general) and the above discussion of Carnot
refrigerators. Equation (20.9) gives the coefficient of performance
K of any refrigerator in terms of the heat extracted from the
cold reservoir per cycle and the work W that must be done per
cycle.

EXECUTE: In Example 20.3 we found that in one cycle the Carnot
engine rejects heat J to the cold reservoir and does
work J. When run in reverse as a refrigerator, the systemW = 230

QC = -346

QC

extracts heat J from the cold reservoir while requiring
a work input of J. From Eq. (20.9),

Because this is a Carnot cycle, we can also use Eq. (20.15):

EVALUATE: Equations (20.14) and (20.15) show that e and K for
a Carnot cycle depend only on , and we don’t need to
calculate Q and W. For cycles containing irreversible processes,
however, these two equations are not valid, and more detailed cal-
culations are necessary.

TH and TC

K =
TC

TH - TC
= 300 K

500 K - 300 K
= 1.50

K =
ƒ QC ƒ
ƒ W ƒ

= 346 J
230 J

= 1.50

W = -230
QC = +346

Then we substitute Eq. (20.13), into this expression. The
result is

(coefficient of performance 
of a Carnot refrigerator) (20.15)

When the temperature difference is small, K is much larger than unity;
in this case a lot of heat can be “pumped” from the lower to the higher tempera-
ture with only a little expenditure of work. But the greater the temperature differ-
ence, the smaller the value of K and the more work is required to transfer a given
quantity of heat.

TH - TC

KCarnot =
TC

TH - TC

ƒQC ƒ> ƒQH ƒ = TC>TH,

If a superefficient engine were possible, it could be used in
conjunction with a Carnot refrigerator to convert the heat !
completely to work, with no net transfer to the cold reservoir.

Carnot
refrigeratorSuperefficient

engine

QH " !

100%-efficient
engine

TCTC

QC

THTH

W 5 !

!

W
1

!

ImpossibleImpossible

!QC!

!QH!

!W !

!

is
equivalent

to

20.15 Proving that the Carnot engine has the highest possible efficiency. A “supereffi-
cient” engine (more efficient than a Carnot engine) combined with a Carnot refrigerator
could convert heat completely into work with no net heat transfer to the cold reservoir.
This would violate the second law of thermodynamics.
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20.7 Entropy 673

This result can be generalized to show that the total entropy change during any
reversible cyclic process is zero. A reversible cyclic process appears on a pV-
diagram as a closed path (Fig. 20.19a). We can approximate such a path as closely
as we like by a sequence of isothermal and adiabatic processes forming parts of
many long, thin Carnot cycles (Fig. 20.19b). The total entropy change for the full
cycle is the sum of the entropy changes for each small Carnot cycle, each of which
is zero. So the total entropy change during any reversible cycle is zero:

(reversible cyclic process) (20.21)

It follows that when a system undergoes a reversible process leading from any
state a to any other state b, the entropy change of the system is independent of the
path (Fig. 20.19c). If the entropy change for path 1 were different from the
change for path 2, the system could be taken along path 1 and then backward
along path 2 to the starting point, with a nonzero net change in entropy. This
would violate the conclusion that the total entropy change in such a cyclic
process must be zero. Because the entropy change in such processes is independ-
ent of path, we conclude that in any given state, the system has a definite value of
entropy that depends only on the state, not on the processes that led to that state.

Entropy in Irreversible Processes
In an idealized, reversible process involving only equilibrium states, the total
entropy change of the system and its surroundings is zero. But all irreversible
processes involve an increase in entropy. Unlike energy, entropy is not a con-
served quantity. The entropy of an isolated system can change, but as we shall
see, it can never decrease. The free expansion of a gas, described in Example
20.8, is an irreversible process in an isolated system in which there is an entropy
increase.

L
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= 0

(b)

O

p

V

Approximating the
path of the cyclic
process by a series
of Carnot cycles

(c)

O

p

V
b
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Two paths (1 and 2) from
point a to point b: entropy
change is same for either path.

(a)

O

p

V
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Isotherms

20.19 (a) A reversible cyclic process for an ideal gas is shown as a red closed path on
a pV-diagram. Several ideal-gas isotherms are shown in blue. (b) We can approximate the
path in (a) by a series of long, thin Carnot cycles; one of these is highlighted in gold. The
total entropy change is zero for each Carnot cycle and for the actual cyclic process. 
(c) The entropy change between points a and b is independent of the path.

Example 20.10 Entropy change in an irreversible process

Suppose 1.00 kg of water at is placed in thermal contact
with 1.00 kg of water at What is the total change in entropy?
Assume that the specific heat of water is constant at 
over this temperature range.

SOLUTION

IDENTIFY and SET UP: This process involves irreversible heat
flow because of the temperature differences. There are equal

4190 J>kg # K
0°C.

100°C masses of water and water, so the final temperature is
the average of these two temperatures: . Although
the processes are irreversible, we can calculate the entropy
changes for the (initially) hot water and the (initially) cold water
by assuming that the process occurs reversibly. As in Example
20.6, we must use Eq. (20.19) to calculate for each substance
because the temperatures are not constant.

Continued

¢S

50°C = 323 K
100°C0°C

Application Entropy Changes in a 
Living Organism
When a kitten or other growing animal eats, it
takes ordered chemical energy from the food
and uses it to make new cells that are even
more highly ordered. This process alone low-
ers entropy. But most of the energy in the
food is either excreted in the animal’s feces or
used to generate heat, processes that lead to
a large increase in entropy. So while the
entropy of the animal alone decreases, the
total entropy of animal plus food increases.

近似为一系列卡
诺循环的组合

dQi

Ti

任意循环

X

i
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 0 )

I
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T
 0
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 循环过程
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(c) The entropy change between points a and b is independent of the path.

Example 20.10 Entropy change in an irreversible process

Suppose 1.00 kg of water at is placed in thermal contact
with 1.00 kg of water at What is the total change in entropy?
Assume that the specific heat of water is constant at 
over this temperature range.

SOLUTION

IDENTIFY and SET UP: This process involves irreversible heat
flow because of the temperature differences. There are equal

4190 J>kg # K
0°C.

100°C masses of water and water, so the final temperature is
the average of these two temperatures: . Although
the processes are irreversible, we can calculate the entropy
changes for the (initially) hot water and the (initially) cold water
by assuming that the process occurs reversibly. As in Example
20.6, we must use Eq. (20.19) to calculate for each substance
because the temperatures are not constant.

Continued

¢S

50°C = 323 K
100°C0°C

Application Entropy Changes in a 
Living Organism
When a kitten or other growing animal eats, it
takes ordered chemical energy from the food
and uses it to make new cells that are even
more highly ordered. This process alone low-
ers entropy. But most of the energy in the
food is either excreted in the animal’s feces or
used to generate heat, processes that lead to
a large increase in entropy. So while the
entropy of the animal alone decreases, the
total entropy of animal plus food increases.
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态函数：熵

P

V

B

A
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S 熵是态函数

描述的是系统的无序度
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熵增加原理

P

V

孤立系统的绝热过程 B → A： dQ = 0

0 =

Z A

B

dQ

T
 SA � SB = �SAB

熵增加原理：孤立系统总是绝热的，因
此孤立系统的熵永不减少。

I
dQ

T
 0 )

Z A

B

dQ

T
 �SAB = SA � SB

B

A 不可逆：
L

1

可逆：L2
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可逆多方过程的熵变

3) 等压过程：n = 0 �S =

Z 2
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热传导过程的熵变

T2T1 Q

�S1 =
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�S2 =
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�S = �S1 +�S2 = Q
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T1 > T2

不可逆过程
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热源：T1
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热源：T2
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可逆过程

等温（压缩）过程 等温（膨胀）过程
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热传导过程的熵变

T2T1

T1 > T2

T0T0

T0 =
T1 + T2

2

A B

SA < SB

T2T1
热
机

⌘ = 1� T2

T1

T0T0
热
机

⌘ = 1� T0

T0
= 0

能量守恒，但是做功的潜力变小，能量不再可用。

EA = EB
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无序

系统的无序度 = 空间无序度 + 速度无序度

由体积决定 由温度决定熵
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气体自由膨胀的熵变
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气体自由膨胀的熵变
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宏观量与微观量

内能 = 所有粒子的动能 + 所有粒子内部的势能 + 所有粒子之间的势能

S =

宏观量

微观状态量?

U =
X

i

(Ei
k + Vi) +

X

ij

Vij

宏观量 微观状态量

P, T, V vi
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宏观状态与微观状态

N = 4，五种宏观态，16种微观态
可以有多个微观态对应同一个宏观态

N = 100，宏观态：101种，
微观态：2100=1.27x1030
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20.8 Microscopic Interpretation of Entropy
We described in Section 19.4 how the internal energy of a system could be calcu-
lated, at least in principle, by adding up all the kinetic energies of its constituent
particles and all the potential energies of interaction among the particles. This
is called a microscopic calculation of the internal energy. We can also make a
microscopic calculation of the entropy S of a system. Unlike energy, however,
entropy is not something that belongs to each individual particle or pair of parti-
cles in the system. Rather, entropy is a measure of the disorder of the system as a
whole. To see how to calculate entropy microscopically, we first have to intro-
duce the idea of macroscopic and microscopic states.

Suppose you toss N identical coins on the floor, and half of them show heads
and half show tails. This is a description of the large-scale or macroscopic state
of the system of N coins. A description of the microscopic state of the system
includes information about each individual coin: Coin 1 was heads, coin 2 was
tails, coin 3 was tails, and so on. There can be many microscopic states that cor-
respond to the same macroscopic description. For instance, with coins
there are six possible states in which half are heads and half are tails (Fig. 20.21).
The number of microscopic states grows rapidly with increasing N; for 
there are microscopic states, of which are half
heads and half tails.

The least probable outcomes of the coin toss are the states that are either all
heads or all tails. It is certainly possible that you could throw 100 heads in a row,
but don’t bet on it; the probability of doing this is only 1 in The
most probable outcome of tossing N coins is that half are heads and half are tails.
The reason is that this macroscopic state has the greatest number of correspon-
ding microscopic states, as Fig. 20.21 shows.

To make the connection to the concept of entropy, note that N coins that are all
heads constitute a completely ordered macroscopic state; the description “all
heads” completely specifies the state of each one of the N coins. The same is true
if the coins are all tails. But the macroscopic description “half heads, half tails”
by itself tells you very little about the state (heads or tails) of each individual
coin. We say that the system is disordered because we know so little about its
microscopic state. Compared to the state “all heads” or “all tails,” the state “half
heads, half tails” has a much greater number of possible microscopic states,
much greater disorder, and hence much greater entropy (which is a quantitative
measure of disorder).

Now instead of N coins, consider a mole of an ideal gas containing Avo-
gadro’s number of molecules. The macroscopic state of this gas is given by its
pressure p, volume V, and temperature T; a description of the microscopic state
involves stating the position and velocity for each molecule in the gas. At a given
pressure, volume, and temperature, the gas may be in any one of an astronomi-
cally large number of microscopic states, depending on the positions and veloci-
ties of its molecules. If the gas undergoes a free expansion into a
greater volume, the range of possible positions increases, as does the number of
possible microscopic states. The system becomes more disordered, and the
entropy increases as calculated in Example 20.8 (Section 20.7).

We can draw the following general conclusion: For any system, the most
probable macroscopic state is the one with the greatest number of corre-
sponding microscopic states, which is also the macroscopic state with the
greatest disorder and the greatest entropy.

6.02 * 1023

1.27 * 1030.

1.01 * 10292100 = 1.27 * 1030
N = 100

N = 4

Test Your Understanding of Section 20.7 Suppose 2.00 kg of water at 
spontaneously changes temperature, so that half of the water cools to while the other
half spontaneously warms to (All of the water remains liquid, so it doesn’t freeze
or boil.) What would be the entropy change of the water? Is this process possible? (Hint:
See Example 20.10.) !

100°C.
0°C

50°C

Macroscopic
state

Four heads

Three heads,
one tails

Two heads,
two tails

One heads,
three tails

Four tails

Corresponding
microscopic states

20.21 All possible microscopic states of
four coins. There can be several possible
microscopic states for each macroscopic
state.

抛 N 枚硬币，宏观态：50%正面，50%反面
微观态：第一枚正，第二枚正，……，第N枚反
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宏观状态与微观状态

宏观态
正面几
率

反面几
率

微观态
数目

无序度 熵

4-0 100% 0% 1 有序 0

3-1 75% 25% 4 无序 大

2-2 50% 50% 6 很无序 更大

1-3 25% 75% 4 无序 大

4-0 0% 100% 1 有序 0
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20.8 Microscopic Interpretation of Entropy
We described in Section 19.4 how the internal energy of a system could be calcu-
lated, at least in principle, by adding up all the kinetic energies of its constituent
particles and all the potential energies of interaction among the particles. This
is called a microscopic calculation of the internal energy. We can also make a
microscopic calculation of the entropy S of a system. Unlike energy, however,
entropy is not something that belongs to each individual particle or pair of parti-
cles in the system. Rather, entropy is a measure of the disorder of the system as a
whole. To see how to calculate entropy microscopically, we first have to intro-
duce the idea of macroscopic and microscopic states.

Suppose you toss N identical coins on the floor, and half of them show heads
and half show tails. This is a description of the large-scale or macroscopic state
of the system of N coins. A description of the microscopic state of the system
includes information about each individual coin: Coin 1 was heads, coin 2 was
tails, coin 3 was tails, and so on. There can be many microscopic states that cor-
respond to the same macroscopic description. For instance, with coins
there are six possible states in which half are heads and half are tails (Fig. 20.21).
The number of microscopic states grows rapidly with increasing N; for 
there are microscopic states, of which are half
heads and half tails.

The least probable outcomes of the coin toss are the states that are either all
heads or all tails. It is certainly possible that you could throw 100 heads in a row,
but don’t bet on it; the probability of doing this is only 1 in The
most probable outcome of tossing N coins is that half are heads and half are tails.
The reason is that this macroscopic state has the greatest number of correspon-
ding microscopic states, as Fig. 20.21 shows.

To make the connection to the concept of entropy, note that N coins that are all
heads constitute a completely ordered macroscopic state; the description “all
heads” completely specifies the state of each one of the N coins. The same is true
if the coins are all tails. But the macroscopic description “half heads, half tails”
by itself tells you very little about the state (heads or tails) of each individual
coin. We say that the system is disordered because we know so little about its
microscopic state. Compared to the state “all heads” or “all tails,” the state “half
heads, half tails” has a much greater number of possible microscopic states,
much greater disorder, and hence much greater entropy (which is a quantitative
measure of disorder).

Now instead of N coins, consider a mole of an ideal gas containing Avo-
gadro’s number of molecules. The macroscopic state of this gas is given by its
pressure p, volume V, and temperature T; a description of the microscopic state
involves stating the position and velocity for each molecule in the gas. At a given
pressure, volume, and temperature, the gas may be in any one of an astronomi-
cally large number of microscopic states, depending on the positions and veloci-
ties of its molecules. If the gas undergoes a free expansion into a
greater volume, the range of possible positions increases, as does the number of
possible microscopic states. The system becomes more disordered, and the
entropy increases as calculated in Example 20.8 (Section 20.7).

We can draw the following general conclusion: For any system, the most
probable macroscopic state is the one with the greatest number of corre-
sponding microscopic states, which is also the macroscopic state with the
greatest disorder and the greatest entropy.
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N = 100

N = 4

Test Your Understanding of Section 20.7 Suppose 2.00 kg of water at 
spontaneously changes temperature, so that half of the water cools to while the other
half spontaneously warms to (All of the water remains liquid, so it doesn’t freeze
or boil.) What would be the entropy change of the water? Is this process possible? (Hint:
See Example 20.10.) !

100°C.
0°C

50°C

Macroscopic
state

Four heads

Three heads,
one tails

Two heads,
two tails

One heads,
three tails

Four tails

Corresponding
microscopic states

20.21 All possible microscopic states of
four coins. There can be several possible
microscopic states for each macroscopic
state.
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宏观状态与微观状态

同一个宏观态拥有越多的微观态表示该宏
观态越无序（不确定是哪一个微观态），
因此熵越大。

出现几率最大的宏观态最无序且熵最大。
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20.8 Microscopic Interpretation of Entropy
We described in Section 19.4 how the internal energy of a system could be calcu-
lated, at least in principle, by adding up all the kinetic energies of its constituent
particles and all the potential energies of interaction among the particles. This
is called a microscopic calculation of the internal energy. We can also make a
microscopic calculation of the entropy S of a system. Unlike energy, however,
entropy is not something that belongs to each individual particle or pair of parti-
cles in the system. Rather, entropy is a measure of the disorder of the system as a
whole. To see how to calculate entropy microscopically, we first have to intro-
duce the idea of macroscopic and microscopic states.

Suppose you toss N identical coins on the floor, and half of them show heads
and half show tails. This is a description of the large-scale or macroscopic state
of the system of N coins. A description of the microscopic state of the system
includes information about each individual coin: Coin 1 was heads, coin 2 was
tails, coin 3 was tails, and so on. There can be many microscopic states that cor-
respond to the same macroscopic description. For instance, with coins
there are six possible states in which half are heads and half are tails (Fig. 20.21).
The number of microscopic states grows rapidly with increasing N; for 
there are microscopic states, of which are half
heads and half tails.

The least probable outcomes of the coin toss are the states that are either all
heads or all tails. It is certainly possible that you could throw 100 heads in a row,
but don’t bet on it; the probability of doing this is only 1 in The
most probable outcome of tossing N coins is that half are heads and half are tails.
The reason is that this macroscopic state has the greatest number of correspon-
ding microscopic states, as Fig. 20.21 shows.

To make the connection to the concept of entropy, note that N coins that are all
heads constitute a completely ordered macroscopic state; the description “all
heads” completely specifies the state of each one of the N coins. The same is true
if the coins are all tails. But the macroscopic description “half heads, half tails”
by itself tells you very little about the state (heads or tails) of each individual
coin. We say that the system is disordered because we know so little about its
microscopic state. Compared to the state “all heads” or “all tails,” the state “half
heads, half tails” has a much greater number of possible microscopic states,
much greater disorder, and hence much greater entropy (which is a quantitative
measure of disorder).

Now instead of N coins, consider a mole of an ideal gas containing Avo-
gadro’s number of molecules. The macroscopic state of this gas is given by its
pressure p, volume V, and temperature T; a description of the microscopic state
involves stating the position and velocity for each molecule in the gas. At a given
pressure, volume, and temperature, the gas may be in any one of an astronomi-
cally large number of microscopic states, depending on the positions and veloci-
ties of its molecules. If the gas undergoes a free expansion into a
greater volume, the range of possible positions increases, as does the number of
possible microscopic states. The system becomes more disordered, and the
entropy increases as calculated in Example 20.8 (Section 20.7).

We can draw the following general conclusion: For any system, the most
probable macroscopic state is the one with the greatest number of corre-
sponding microscopic states, which is also the macroscopic state with the
greatest disorder and the greatest entropy.
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Test Your Understanding of Section 20.7 Suppose 2.00 kg of water at 
spontaneously changes temperature, so that half of the water cools to while the other
half spontaneously warms to (All of the water remains liquid, so it doesn’t freeze
or boil.) What would be the entropy change of the water? Is this process possible? (Hint:
See Example 20.10.) !
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宏观态 左面几率 右面几率 微观态数目 无序度 熵
4-0 100% 0% 1 有序
3-1 75% 25% 4 无序
2-2 50% 50% 6 很无序
1-3 25% 75% 4 无序
4-0 0% 100% 1 有序

宏观状态与微观状态

S = k ln⌦

热力学概率：某宏观
态对应的微观态数目

熵的微观表示：玻尔兹曼熵

k ln 1

k ln 4
k ln 1

k ln 4
k ln 6
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气体自由膨胀的熵变

P, T, V
1

2
P, T, 2V

A B

SA = k ln⌦A SB = k ln⌦B

�S = SB � SA = k ln
⌦B

⌦A
= k ln 2N = Nk ln 2 = ⌫NAk ln 2

2N⌦A = ⌦B
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熵增加原理的统计意义

S = k ln⌦

热力学概率：某宏观
态对应的微观态数目

熵的微观表示：玻尔兹曼熵熵增加原理：孤立系统总是绝热的，
因此孤立系统的熵永不减少。

熵增加原理：孤立系统总是变得更无
序，即总是往概率大的状态演化。

Entropy and the Second Law
The results of Example 20.10 about the flow of heat from a higher to a lower tem-
perature are characteristic of all natural (that is, irreversible) processes. When we
include the entropy changes of all the systems taking part in the process, the
increases in entropy are always greater than the decreases. In the special case of a
reversible process, the increases and decreases are equal. Hence we can state the
general principle: When all systems taking part in a process are included, the
entropy either remains constant or increases. In other words: No process is
possible in which the total entropy decreases, when all systems taking part in
the process are included. This is an alternative statement of the second law of
thermodynamics in terms of entropy. Thus it is equivalent to the “engine” and
“refrigerator” statements discussed earlier. Figure 20.20 shows a specific exam-
ple of this general principle.

The increase of entropy in every natural, irreversible process measures the
increase of disorder or randomness in the universe associated with that process.
Consider again the example of mixing hot and cold water (Example 20.10). We
might have used the hot and cold water as the high- and low-temperature reser-
voirs of a heat engine. While removing heat from the hot water and giving heat to
the cold water, we could have obtained some mechanical work. But once the hot
and cold water have been mixed and have come to a uniform temperature, this
opportunity to convert heat to mechanical work is lost irretrievably. The luke-
warm water will never unmix itself and separate into hotter and colder portions.
No decrease in energy occurs when the hot and cold water are mixed. What has
been lost is the opportunity to convert part of the heat from the hot water into
mechanical work. Hence when entropy increases, energy becomes less available,
and the universe becomes more random or “run down.”

674 CHAPTER 20 The Second Law of Thermodynamics

EXECUTE: The entropy changes of the hot water (subscript H) and
the cold water (subscript C) are

The total entropy change of the system is 

EVALUATE: An irreversible heat flow in an isolated system is
accompanied by an increase in entropy. We could reach the same

¢SC = 1-603 J>K2 + 705 J>K = +102 J>K¢Stot = ¢SH +

¢SC = 14190 J>K2a ln
323 K
273 K

b = +705 J>K
= 14190 J>K2a ln

323 K
373 K

b = -603 J>K
¢SH = mcL

T2

T1

dT
T

= 11.00 kg214190 J>kg # K2L323 K

373 K

dT
T

end state by mixing the hot and cold water, which is also an irre-
versible process; the total entropy change, which depends only on
the initial and final states of the system, would again be 

Note that the entropy of the system increases continuously as
the two quantities of water come to equilibrium. For example, the
first 4190 J of heat transferred cools the hot water to and
warms the cold water to The net change in entropy for this
step is approximately

Can you show in a similar way that the net entropy change is posi-
tive for any one-degree temperature change leading to the equilib-
rium condition?

¢S = -4190 J
373 K

+ 4190 J
273 K

= +4.1 J>K
1°C.

99°C

102 J>K.

20.20 The mixing of colored ink and
water starts from a state of relative order
(low entropy) in which each fluid is sepa-
rate and distinct from the other. The final
state after mixing is more disordered (has
greater entropy). Spontaneous unmixing of
the ink and water, a process in which there
would be a net decrease in entropy, is
never observed.
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麦克斯韦妖和信息熵

S = �K
⌦X

i

Pi lnPi

麦克斯韦妖
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考试复习重点
‣ 振动：简谐振动、耦合振子、阻尼振动、受迫振动及共振、振动的合成

‣ 波动：横波和纵波、波动方程、弹性模量、弹性波速度、压力波、波的叠加、波的
反射、驻波、多普勒效应

‣ 流体力学：连续性方程、伯努利方程、湍流（雷诺数）

‣ 平衡态和状态方程：气体状态方程、宏观量（压强、温度）与微观量的关系

‣ 统计分布律：麦克斯韦速率分布、玻尔兹曼分布、能均分定理

‣ 输运过程：热传导、平均自由程、扩散

‣ 热力学第一定律：第一定律、热力学过程、多方过程、卡诺循环、热机效率

‣ 热力学第二定律：第二定律、克劳修斯不等式、熵和无序度、熵增加原理
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